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Let p be a prime and K a field of characteristic not p containing the pth roots
of unity. Suppose that 1 ª ZrpZ ª H ª G ª 1 is a central embedding problem
 .of Galois groups, where G s Gal LrK . We show that an isomorphism from a
matrix ring to any algebra representative of the cohomological obstruction of the
embedding problem determines explicitly solutions to the embedding problem.
Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Obstructions of the solvability of central embedding problems associated
w xto orthogonal representations have been studied by Serre Se1 , FrohlichÈ
w x w x  .Fr , and Crespo Cr1, Cr2 ; taken together, their results show that 1 for
many central Zr2Z-embedding problems the obstruction can be written as
 .a product of Hasse]Witt invariants and that 2 if the product is trivial,
explicit solutions to the embedding problem may be found. For central
w x w xZrpZ-embedding problems, Frohlich Fr, Appendix and Crespo Cr3È
proved similar results for central embedding problems associated to pro-
jective representations, but the hypotheses on the representations are very
w xrestrictive. In Sw3 the author generalized these results to allow for
twisted orthogonal and projective representations, permitting the applica-
tion of their methods to a wider class of embedding problems. For a survey
w xof these and other results, see GSS . In this paper we generalize these
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results to provide, for any central ZrpZ-embedding problem over a field of
characteristic not p containing the pth roots of unity, a method for
constructing solutions when the obstruction can be shown to be trivial via
an explicit isomorphism of a matrix ring to an algebra representative of the
obstruction.
In all that follows let K be a field of characteristic not p containing the
pth roots of unity m , K s be the separable closure of K, V be thep K
absolute Galois group of K, and LrK be a finite Galois extension with
group G. The central embedding problem
1 ª ZrpZ ª H ª G ª 1
is solvable if and only if the obstruction to the embedding problem,
defined as the inflation from G to V of the class of the 2-cocycle a inK
2 . w xH G, ZrpZ corresponding to the group extension, is trivial Ho . Note
that since m ; K, the obstruction can therefore be represented by anp
element of the p-torsion of the Brauer group of K, by virtue of the
2 .  .isomorphism H V , m ( Br K . If the obstruction is trivial, the solu-K p p
 .1rp.tions to the embedding problem are the fields L rg with r running
over KUrK U p and g an element in LU satisfying g g s b pg for g g G withg
b in LU such that b g
X
b X b Xy1 s a X for g, gX g G.g g g g g g , g
1  s.. 2 sU .Let d : H V , PGL A m K ª H V , K be the cohomologicalK K
coboundary homomorphism associated to the exact sequence
1 ª K sU ª GL A m K s ª PGL A m K s ª 1 .  .
 .   ..for A a central simple K-algebra. We denote by GL A PGL A the
 .group the projective group of invertible elements of A. Now suppose that
 s.  s.we have a subset R A m K of GL A m K such that, when restricted to
R, the exact sequence becomes an exact sequence of sets with distin-
.guished identity element
1 ª m ª R A m K s ª PR A m K s ª 1. .  .p
Denote by d the corresponding coboundaryR
d : H 1 V , PR A m K s ª H 2 V , m . . .  .R K K p
 V K .We propose to represent the 2-cocycle a as d inf a for certainR G
1  ..a g H G, PR A m L and R. The properties of R and a that we will
need we encapsulate in the following definition:
DEFINITION. Let 1 ª ZrpZ ª H ª G ª 1 be a central embedding
problem and
r : H ª GL A .
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be an injective homomorphism. Equip A, as a K-vector space of dimension
m2, with an H-action by virtue of multiplication by the image of H under
 4m w 4xHr. Let X be a fixed K-vector space basis of A and let N s K Xi j i, js1 i j
be the algebra of H-invariant K-polynomials on this basis.
An in¨ariant family with respect to the embedding problem and the data
 .  4A, r is a set S s P , P , . . . , P of homogeneous degree p polynomials1 2 ¨
 t .from N with the property that Det ( x lies in the idealm
sP , P , . . . , P ; K X 4 .1 2 ¨ i j
s  s.for some t g N and some isomorphism x : A m K ª Mat K .m
 . s  s.¨Let P [ P , P , . . . , P : A m K ª K be the cartesian product of1 2 ¨
the polynomial functions P . If S is an invariant family we say thati
y1  ..R s P P 1 is the in¨ariant space associated to the invariant family.
Note that Det( x is the reduced norm of A for any choice of x . Also,
 . snote that we must have that m K g A is the intersection of K with thep
 .  .  . p  .inverse image of P 1 under the map P, since P 1 / 0 and P xa s x P a
for x g K s and a g A m K s.
From such a representation of the 2-cocycle a, together with an isomor-
phism from a matrix ring to the Galois twist of A, we shall derive a
required element g from a suitable element in A m L. We shall further
show that any 2-cocycle a can be so represented.
2. MAIN THEOREMS
THEOREM A. Let 1 ª ZrpZ ª H ª G ª 1 be a central extension of
 .finite groups with G s Gal LrK , A be a central simple algebra o¨er K, and
 .r : H ª GL A be an injecti¨ e homomorphism such that there exists an
 4in¨ariant family S s P , P , . . . , P and the kernel of the group extension is1 2 ¨
mapped onto m .p
The obstruction to the embedding problem is then gi¨ en by the product
w xw xy1 w xB A in the Brauer group of K, where B is the algebra gi¨ en by Galois
X X  .cohomology associated to the algebra A and r , where r : G ª PGL A is
Xthe projecti¨ e representation gi¨ en by factoring r by the center of A and where r
X 1  ..is the class of the 1-cocycle r in the cohomology group H G, PGL A m L .
The embedding problem is sol¨ able if and only if there exists a K-isomor-
phism h: B ª A, and if such an isomorphism exists, then there exists an
element z g A m L, which may be explicitly constructed, such that not all
 .  .P z s 0 and such that for any nonzero P z the complete set of solutions toi i
  .1rp. U4  .the embedding problem is L rg : r g K with g s P z .i
X wProof. The 1-cocycle r corresponds under Galois cohomology Se2,
x. XChap. X to an L-equivalent central simple K-algebra B s A withr
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w xw xy1dim B s dim A. The Brauer quotient B A can be computed viaK K
the coboundary
d : H 1 V , PGL A m K s ª H 2 V , K sU .  . .K K
associated to the exact sequence
1 ª K sU ª GL A m K s ª PGL A m K s ª 1 .  .
Xby finding the image of r . Because the central extension lies within the
extension
1 ª m ª R A m K s ª PR A m K s ª 1, .  .p
X  s.we may choose a section of r inside the invariant space R A m K so
that the image of our 1-cocycle under the coboundary yields a 2-cocycle rU
2 .in Z G, m which must necessarily match that of the central extension.p
U 2 .The obstruction is then the inflation of r g H G, m into the p-torsionp
2 . w xw xy1in the Brauer group H V , m , which gives the quotient B A .K p
Therefore the embedding problem is solvable if and only if A is K-similar
to B. Note that by construction of B there is an L-isomorphism f from
g y1 X .B m L to A m L such that f f s r g for g g G.
If the embedding problem is solvable, we then have a K-isomorphism h
from B to A. The images of B under f and h being isomorphic, by
y1  .Noether]Skolem there exists an element z g A m L such that z f ? z s
 .h ? . Since the central extension of finite groups lies in the exact sequence
 .  .  .and r H ; GL A , there exist elements x g GL A , g g G, such thatg
gX y1 U  X.  .X Xx x x s r g, g and conjugation by x in GL A is identical to theg g g g g
X . g y1 w xaction of r g . Let b s x z z , g g G. One checks, as in Cr1 , that theg g
gX y1 U  X. XX Xb are in L and satisfy b b b s r g, g for g, g g G. Now since theg g g g g
P are homogeneous of degree p and P is invariant under multiplicationi i
 . gby any element of r H , including the x , the relation b z s x z gives usg g g
that
g pP z s b P z . .  .i g i
 .Therefore any nonzero P z is a g such that all solutions to the embed-i
  .1rp. U4 tding problem are given by L rg : r g K . Since Det ( x g
 .  .P , P , . . . , P for some t g N, not all the P z can be zero, lest z be1 2 ¨ i
singular.
The determination of g is constructive: the only components used in the
calculation not explicitly constructed in the proof are the L-isomorphism
f , which is derived from the construction of the twisted algebra B and can
 w x .be determined, for instance, by a Poincare series see Se2 , Chap. X , andÂ
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z, which can be determined by solving a system of linear equations over K,
 4as follows. Choose a vector space basis e for A and define f g L andi i j
 .  .h g K by f e s  f e and h e s h e . Write z s  z e and equatei j i i j j i i j j i j i
corresponding coefficients of the e on each side of the defining relationsi
 .  .for z, f e z s zh e . These equations will be linear in the z over L.i i i j
Choose a vector space basis for L over K and collect coefficients of this
basis in the equations already derived; equating these coefficients yields a
system of linear equations over K. Any solution to these equations yields
an expression of z as a linear combination of the e ; one must only checki
that the solution found is invertible.
THEOREM B. Let 1 ª ZrpZ ª H ª G ª 1 be a central extension of
 .finite groups with G s Gal LrK . Then for each m g N there exist a central
 < <.2simple K-algebra A of dimension m G and an injecti¨ e homomorphism r :
 .H ª GL A such that an in¨ariant family S exists and r sends the kernel of
the embedding problem to m .p
Proof. Induce up to the full group H a one-dimensional faithful linear
representation of the kernel ZrpZ. The elements mapping to the center
are then precisely those in the kernel ZrpZ. Then consider the direct
product of m copies of this representation. This provides a projective,
 .untwisted representation r of G in PGL K whose lift in GLm <G < m <G <
 .contains H. Let A then be Mat K . Now choose S to be the set ofm <G <
 .those degree p polynomials which are the inner products of the p y 1 st
powers of elements of one column with the original elements in another
column. As our induced representation has exactly one nonzero element in
each row and column, and this element is a pth root of unity, each
polynomial in S will be an invariant and the values of the polynomials for
w g S will all be 1 or 0. Also, if all these invariants are zero, the rank of
< <the matrix must be less than m G , hence singular. By Hilbert's Nullstel-
sw 4 xlensatz, some multiple of the determinant is in the ideal in K Xi j i, j
generated by S. Finally, since the only scalars which will yield 1 or 0 under
all of these invariants are the pth roots of unity, our conditions are
satisfied.
COROLLARY. Any central embedding problem can be constructi¨ ely sol¨ ed,
gi¨ en an explicit isomorphism from a matrix ring to an algebra representati¨ e
of the cohomological obstruction.
Remark. When the ground field does not contain the pth roots of unity
 .and even when the extension is not central , it is possible to recast the
embedding problem as a central one over a field containing the pth roots
w x w x w xof unity; see Ho and Le . In Le it is shown that solutions to the recast
embedding problems provide solutions to the original problems. These
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methods require the determination of the Galois group and actions of the
  . .pull-back of G and G s Gal K m rK .p p
3. EXAMPLES
Example 1: The Serre]Frohlich]Crespo orthogonal case. The explicitÈ
w x w xconstruction theorems of Cr1 and Cr2 for the orthogonal representa-
w x w xtions appearing in Se1 and Fr correspond to Theorem A, as follows. The
algebra A is the Clifford algebra C of the quadratic form, if the rank of
the form is even, and is the even part Cq of the Clifford algebra, if the
rank of the form is odd. The invariant family is then the set S of
polynomials on the matrix coefficients of the Clifford algebra given an
.  .appropriate matrix representation given by the relationship i m ? m s I,
m g C, where i: C ª C is the unique involute antiautomorphism of the
Clifford algebra and I is the identity element of C. The associated group&
 .  w x.  .R then contains the group Pin q see Fr and PR contains O q .
Example 2: The Frohlich]Crespo projecti¨ e Case. The explicit construc-È
w x wtion theorem in Cr3 for the projective representations appearing in Fr,
xAppendix corresponds to the case in which the algebra A has degree p,
the invariant family is the set S containing the one element given by the
 .reduced norm, and the associated group R is SL A .
2  . 2Example 3: Zrp Z extensions of Q m . While Zrp Z fields overp
 . w x w xQ m have been previously constructed in Ma and Sw3 , explicit con-p
 .struction methods that employ untwisted orthogonal or projective repre-
w xsentation have not handled this case. In particular, the method of Cr3
2  .calls for a faithful degree p representation of Zrp Z over Q m with thep
image of reduced norm 1, but such representations do not exist. We use a
projective representation and Theorem A to recover the explicit construc-
tion.
Let K be a field of characteristic not p containing the pth roots of
 .  1r p.unity, such as Q m . Any ZrpZ extension is given by L s K d for dp
in KU R KU p. Let s be a generator of the Galois group ZrpZ, such that
 1r p.sy1d s j , where j is a primitive pth root of unity.p p
 .Denote by s , s the central simple algebra over K of degree p given1 2 p
by generators i, j with i p s s , j p s s , and ji s j ij for s , s g KU. Let1 2 p 1 2
 .A s 1, j be the central simple algebra of Theorem A and define thep
required projective representation by taking the one in which s is sent to
 .conjugation by j. The lift of the image in PGL A to A is then a cyclic
2  .group of order p . Consider the following matrix representation in Mat Kp
 2 py1.  .of A: i ¬ diag 1, j , j , . . . , j , j ¬ m , where m s 1 if w y ¨ '¨ w ¨ w
1 mod p and ¨ / p; m s j ; and m s 0 otherwise. One invariantp1 ¨ w
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family is then that of Theorem B: the collection of dot products of p y 1st
powers of each column with each column.
 .The obstruction, as given by Galois cohomology, is the algebra d, j ,p
 .  .  . 1r pwith the L-isomorphism given by f : d, j ª 1, j with f i s d i,p p
 . 2f j s j. If the primitive p th roots of unity are in K, the obstruction is
trivial and we know that the set of solution fields is
1rp U1r pK rd : r g K . . / 5
Otherwise, this obstruction is equivalent to the existence of an element
 1r p.U 1r py g K j such that N y s d. Suppose such a y exists andK  j .r K
py1 n r p w xwrite it as  k j . From Cr3 we know that a z of Theorem A isns0 n
given by any nonzero
n n yn yn1 2 2 1f i f j g j g i , .  .  .  . m n m n
 4n , n g 0, 1, . . . , py11 2
 .  .where g is a K-isomorphism from d, j to 1, j and we define thep p
 .  .  . m  .  .K-isomorphisms g from d, j to 1, j by g i s j g i , g j sm n p p m n m n
n  .  4  .  .j g j , for m, n g 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 . Then f a z s zg a for a g A.m n
 .  .  . py1 nA K-isomorphism g : d, j ª 1, j is defined by g i s i ?  k j ,p p ns0 n
 .g j s j. Then the z of Theorem A can be computed as
n yn1 1p ? f i g i .  . m0
 4n g 0, 1, . . . , py11
 .  . w x  4since f j s g j ; from Cr3 we know that for some m g 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 ,
such a z will be nonzero. Using the matrix representation for A above,
together with Theorem A, we then have the following result:
PROPOSITION. Let K be a field of characteristic not p containing the pth
roots of unity.
 . 2a If K contains a primiti¨ e p th root of unity, then a ZrpZ field
 1r p. 2L s K d can always be embedded in a Zrp Z field; the complete set of
such fields is
1rp U1r pK rd : r g K . . / 5
 . 2b If K does not contain a primiti¨ e p th root of unity, then a ZrpZ
 1r p. 2field L s K d can be embedded in a Zrp Z field if and only if there
 1r p.U 1r pexists an element y g K j such that N y s d. If one exists, writeK  j .r K
py1 n r p  . ¨y s  k j . Define matrix M s m by m s j k if w y ¨ G 0ns0 n ¨ w ¨ w wy¨
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¨q1  1r pand m s j k if w y ¨ - 0. Define matrix F s diag d ,¨ w wy¨qp
1r p 2 1r p py1 1r p.j d , j d , . . . , j d . Let
py1 bj
n pynz s p I F M .b  /dns0
The complete set of Zrp2Z fields into which LrK can be embedded is
1rp UK rg : r g K . . 5
for g any nonzero dot product of the p y 1st power of one column with
 4another column of z , for any b g 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 , and there must be someb
nonzero such dot product for some b.
Example 4: DC-extensions of fields of characteristic not 2. Let DC be
the group
 < 2 2 4 y1 2 :w x w xx , y , z x s y s z s 1, y xy s xz , x , z s y , z s 1 ,
which is a central product of a dihedral group of order 8 with a cyclic
group of order 4. This group has been studied in the context of the
embedding problem
31 ª Zr2Z ª DC ª Zr2Z ª 1 .
in various papers, where the obstruction to the embedding problem as well
 .3as explicit constructions of DC extensions from the Zr2Z extension
w xhave been determined. In Cr2 the method of Example 1 is used, but since
the quadratic form isometry used is not equivalent to the triviality of the
obstruction, the method does not characterize all DC extensions. See
w x w x .Cr2, Theorem 5 and GSS, Theorem 4.3.2 . A complete characterization
w xof all DC extensions is given in MiSm , using normic relationships instead
of isometries. We use our method to find a complete characterization of
w xDC extensions using quadratic form isometries, in the spirit of Wi . This
method was used to achieve the statement characterizing all DC exten-
w xsions in GSS, Theorem 4.3.4 .
Let K be a field of characteristic not 2, a , a , and a be linearly1 2 3
U  .independent nonsquares in K , L be the field K a , a , a , and s ,’ ’ ’1 2 3 i
s y1 dj i j .  .  .1 F i F 3, be the generators of Gal LrK given by a s y1 .’ i
Let DC be presented as above and consider the embedding problem
 .3DC ª Zr2Z given by the homomorphism x ¬ s , y ¬ s , z ¬ s . The1 2 3
obstruction to the embedding problem is the product of quaternion alge-
 . .  . w xbras a , a a , y1 g Br K ; this is computed, for instance, in MiSm .1 2 3 2
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The obstruction is trivial if and only if the quadratic forms
 :Q [ a a , a a , a1 1 3 2 3 3
and
 :Q [ 1, 1, a a a2 1 2 3
are K-equivalent, since Q and Q are of rank 3 and have discriminants in1 2
 . tw xthe same square class. Let P s p be a matrix such that P Q Pi j 1F i, jF 3 2
w xs Q . Without loss of generality we may assume that det P s a .1 3
Let A be the central simple algebra given by the tensor product of two
 .  .quaternion algebras 1, 1 and 1, 1 , with generators i, j, k, l such that
i2 s j2 s k 2 s l 2 s 1, ji s yij, lk s ykl, ik s ki, il s li, jk s kj, and
 .jl s lj. Let r be the homomorphism from DC to GL A given by x ª i,
y ¬ j, z ¬ kl; note that r maps the kernel of the embedding problem into
"1. For an invariant family we use the set of dot products of columns in
 .the following representation of A in Mat K :4
i ¬ M s M , j ¬ M s M , . .  . .i i j jw¨ w¨
k ¬ M s M , l ¬ M s M , .  . .  .k k l lw¨ w¨
 .  .  .  .  .where M s M s 1, M s M s y1, M s 0 otherwise;i 11 i 33 i 22 i 44 i w¨
 .  .  .  .  .  .M s M s M s M s 1, M s 0 otherwise; M sj 12 j 21 j 34 j 43 j w¨ k 11
 .  .  .  .  .M s 1, M s M s y1, M s 0 otherwise; M sk 22 k 33 k 44 k w¨ l 13
 .  .  .  .M s M s M s 1, M s 0 otherwise.l 24 l 31 l 42 l w¨
The twisted algebra B corresponding to A and r is the tensor product
 . .of two quaternion algebras a , a a , a ; the L-isomorphism of A to B2 1 3 3
 .  .  .inside A m L is given by f i s a i, f j s a j, f k s a k, and’ ’ ’2 1 3
 .f l s a l. Our matrix P gives us a K-isomorphism g from A to B as’ 3
 .  . . .follows. Let u s i, u s j, u s ij l q kl r2 q ya a a l y kl r2 , u1 2 3 1 2 3 4
s ijk; w s p u q p u q p u , w s p u q p u q p u , w s1 11 1 21 2 31 3 2 12 1 22 2 32 3 3
p u q p u q p u , w s u . Then our K-isomorphism is given by13 1 23 2 33 3 4 4
 .  .  .  .g i s w w w ra , g j s w w w ra , g k s w , and g l s w w .2 3 4 3 1 3 4 3 3 3 4
The element z can be found by taking the sum
n n n n yn yn yn yn1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1f i f j f k f l g l g k g j g i .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 4n , n , n , n g 0, 11 2 3 4
w x  .Cr2 . We form z in our representation of A m L in Mat L , and, in4
order to evaluate the members of the invariant family on z, we consider
the dot products of the columns. We find that dot products of distinct
columns always yield 0. Instead, we take the dot product of the first
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column with itself, and the resulting g is then
2
2 a a a y 1’ /1 2 3
a a a1 2 3
= a a a y 2 a a a p q 2 a a a p’ ’ 1 2 3 2 1 3 11 1 2 3 22
qa p2 q a p2 q a a p22 11 1 12 1 2 13
qa p2 q a p2 q a a p2 q a a2 a p22 21 1 22 1 2 23 1 2 3 31
qa2a a p2 q a2a2 a p21 2 3 32 1 2 3 33
q2 a a p p y 2 a a p p y 2 a a a a a p’ ’ ’1 2 12 21 1 2 11 22 1 2 3 1 2 33
q2 a a a a p p y 2 a a a a p p’ ’1 2 2 3 11 33 1 2 2 3 31 13
y2 a a a a p p q 2 a a a a p p .’ ’ /1 2 1 3 22 33 1 2 1 3 23 32
Reducing the last factor with a Grobner basis corresponding to theÈ
tw x w xrelationships on the p given by P Q P s Q , we have that g isi j 2 1
p p2 11 22
8 a a a y 1 1 y q y a a p ,’ ’ /1 2 3 1 2 33 /a a a a’ ’1 3 2 3
whence the complete set of DC extensions of L is given by
¡ ¦p p11 22 U~ ¥L r 1 y q y a a p : r g K .’ 1 2 33)  /¢ §a a a a 0’ ’1 3 2 3
We have thus proved the following result:
PROPOSITION. The complete set of DC extensions of a field K of character-
istic not 2 is gi¨ en by fields
p p11 22
K a , a , a , r 1 y q y a a p ,’ ’ ’ ’1 2 3 1 2 33)  /a a a a 0’ ’1 3 2 3
U  .where a , a , a run through independent nonsquares in K ; P s p1 2 3 i j 1F i, jF 3
tw x w x w xruns through isometries P Q P s Q with det P s a , Q s2 1 3 1
 . w x  . Udiag a a , a a , a , and Q s diag 1, 1, a a a ; and r runs through K .1 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 3
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